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The United States Government (USG) is confronted with a strategic-moral calculus on many fronts. The strategic denotes what is best for the country instrumentally and is often exemplified by securing more tangible benefits such as hard currency, preferred styles of life, and distancing from military threat. The moral denotes what is best for the country based on consonance with publicly professed and sometimes adhered-to-values. The calculus of the two generate a policy decision.

Often these decisions suggest a needless dichotomy between the strategic and the moral: as if values cannot contribute to, be expressed by, and even be the prime vehicle to tangible benefits; as if tangible benefits cannot contribute to, be expressed by, and even be the prime vehicle to values. So significant food aid is rushed to Russia but not to Sierra Leone. So military atrocity must be stopped in Kosovo but not the Congo. So intractable conflict must be stopped in Northern Ireland but not Burundi. The USG rationale for all three policy decisions is that the European countries have more strategic import than African ones. A counter-rational of USG critics is thinly disguised racism.